Managing Foodservice Environments
Curtron Products is known throughout the foodservice industry for their high-quality, energy-saving strip doors, swinging doors, restaurant traffic doors, air curtains, pest-control products and rack covers.
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FLEXIBLE DOORS

Strip and swing doors are economical solutions to separating environments, reducing heating and cooling costs and creating a more comfortable work environment.
Create cleaner, quieter, more enjoyable spaces.

Reduce energy and save money.

Flexible doors from Curtron help foodservice establishments better manage their indoor environments.

• Stop drafts to maintain temperature
• Isolate walk-in coolers to reduce energy consumption
• Stop grease, dust and other contaminants
• Block flying pests
• Filters for improved air quality

MADE IN THE USA
Made from extruded PVC—manufactured in the USA—flexible doors come in a wide range of materials, styles and dimensions to match almost any opening size.

COST-EFFECTIVE
Flexible PVC is cost-effective, chemical resistant and completely corrosion-free, making it ideal for areas that require regular wash down. Installation is fast and easy and no maintenance is required.
M-SERIES STRIP DOORS

Curtron’s M-Series strip door is a simple solution for separating environments: to reduce heating and cooling costs and to create a more comfortable workspace. The M-Series’ unique loop-style strips move more smoothly than on other styles of strip doors, making the M-Series ideal for personnel traffic. Additionally, the loop-style alleviates folding stresses on the strips where they meet the hardware, extending the life of the strips.

The M-Series is made with Low Temp Polar Reinforced strips that remain flexible down to -20ºF. This makes the M-Series a perfect choice as a secondary barrier for walk-in coolers and freezers to minimize air infiltration in compliance with the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007. Curtron offers replacement strip kits for all sizes of M-Series strip doors to make maintenance and replacement a breeze. Standard PVC strips can be used for general purpose applications above freezing.

Installation of the M-Series is quick and easy; simply slide the looped PVC strips onto the lightweight aluminum mounting bar and secure the two plastic mounting brackets inside the door jamb or to the wall above the door. Complete door kits are available for doorways from 34” to 108” wide, and in 80”, 86” or 96” in height.

FEATURES
- Increases customer and employee comfort
- Reduces moisture and frost build-up in coolers and freezers
- Blocks noise, dirt and flying pests
- Easy to install, easy to walk through
- 3 and 6 packs of replacement strips available

CURTRONIZER® STRIP DOORS

The patented Curtronizer® strip door is the most economical environmental management solution in the industry. Curtronizer® strip doors are NSF listed, making them ideal for use in any foodservice application, including kitchens, cafeterias, retailers and distribution.

The Curtronizer® is made with Low Temp Polar Reinforced strips that remain flexible down to -20ºF. This makes the Curtronizer® an economical choice as a secondary barrier for walk-in coolers and freezers to minimize air infiltration in compliance with the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007. Curtron offers replacement strip kits for all sizes of Curtronizer® strip doors to make maintenance and replacement a breeze. Standard PVC strips can be used for general purpose applications above freezing.

The unique design of the Curtronizer makes installation a snap – literally! Simply secure the non-corrosive, high-impact polypropylene mounting strip over the doorway, hang the strips from the pegs provided, and snap the cover closed to lock them into place. Complete door kits are available in 40” x 80” and 40” x 86”.

FEATURES
- No metal parts, total corrosion resistance
- Easy installation, tool-free strip replacements
- Reduces moisture and frost build-up in coolers and freezers
- Blocks noise, dirt and flying pests
- Increases customer and employee comfort
- Pays for itself in energy savings
- 4 packs of replacements strips available
INDUSTRIAL STRIP DOORS

Industrial Strip Doors are designed for use in areas that see traffic from carts, forklifts, dollies and carts. Strip options include standard smooth or optional double-ribbed for added wear resistance, in .060”, .080” or .120” thicknesses.

Strips start at 4” wide and go to 16” wide to cover larger openings with fewer strips. Clear PVC in standard or Polar Reinforced Low Temperature are the most commonly used strips, but several translucent colors are also available.

PVC ROLLS AND REPLACEMENT STRIPS

Curtron offers a full line of PVC strips in full rolls for customers who wish to repair/replace existing strip doors or custom-build their own doors, enclosures and safety guards. Curtron strips are made in the USA and available in a wide range of materials, styles, colors and dimensions.

Curtron offers strip door replacement kits for almost every type of strip door on the market, even if it isn't Curtron hardware. When an existing strip door becomes worn out, provide the desired material, thickness, width, length and type of strip you need and Curtron will supply a complete set of replacement strips, ready to install.

STRIP DOOR HARDWARE

Curtron offers mounting hardware in bulk for customers who wish to custom-build their own doors, enclosures and safety guards. Curtron mounting hardware comes in wall-mount, jamb-mount or universal mount configurations, in galvanized steel, stainless steel or aluminum.

Strips are secured either on threaded studs with nut & bolt fasteners or using Curtron’s exclusive Save-T-Loc® studs that use snap-in fasteners for quick strip replacements without tools. All hardware is available in 3’ to 10’ lengths.

RIP-A-STRIP® PVC ROLLS

Patented Rip-A-Strip® is scored 85% of the way through the strip roll material at specified intervals, making it easy to simply rip the correct length strip from the roll and hang it. Strips come pre-drilled with the necessary holes to match most popular strip door hardware, including Curtronizer, Curtron nut & bolt, and Save-T-Loc.

These ready-to-hang replacement strips on a roll are perfect for foodservice equipment dealers to keep popular sizes on hand in store or on service trucks. Rip-A-Strip® offers a 35% cost savings over traditional strip doors and replacement strips.
Polar-Pro® Swinging Doors are made of tough yet flexible PVC panels that stand up to even the most demanding applications. Standard .080" PVC panels remain flexible to 0° F - while low-temp panels are rated to -20° F - making the Polar-Pro the ideal choice for walk-in coolers and freezers. Panels can be upgraded to .120" thick for added strength in either temperature rating.

Standard Polar-Pro panels are clear for visibility, optional gray panels with clear windows are also available. Each panel includes a rigid anti-curl strip to keep panels flat and sealed properly. Optional impact plates are available to add wear resistance against cart and dolly traffic.

To ensure that the Polar-Pro opens and closes easily, torsion-spring hinges are specially-designed to swing on an even plane. This eliminates the gap required by gravity hinges to prevent impact with the ceiling. The hinges mount with stainless steel universal hardware that can be installed in-jamb or on the face of the wall. All Polar-Pro hardware carries a lifetime warranty against corrosion. Each Polar-Pro is custom-built to application for a perfect fit. For personnel doorway openings from 34” to 60” wide and up to 96” high.

What makes Curtron's Flexible Swinging Doors different?

Unlike gravity hinges, Curtron's flexible swinging doors come complete with a torsion spring hinge that ensures the doors open and close on an even plane.
MEGA-PRO® FLEXIBLE SWINGING DOORS

Mega-Pro® Swinging Doors are industrial impact doors designed for openings up to 10’ wide by 10’ high. For indoor applications in warehouses, distribution centers and wholesalers, Mega-Pro® can handle light and medium duty impact from forklifts, pallet jacks and personnel traffic. The Mega-Pro is commonly used in loading docks, distribution centers, warehouses and refrigerated storage facilities.

Standard Mega-Pro panels are clear for visibility, with optional impact plates available to add wear resistance against cart and forklift traffic. Standard .160” PVC panels remain flexible in temperatures above freezing. Optional low temperature material remains flexible to -20° F.

A torsion spring hinge design ensures that the Mega-Pro® swings open and closed on an even plane, eliminating the gap above the door required for gravity hinges. All hardware is located entirely at the top of the door, away from all normal traffic patterns, minimizing the risk of damage while maximizing opening space. All hardware is galvanized steel and optional breakaway hinges can be added for additional support and to prevent swaying.

MEGA-PRO® HD FLEXIBLE SWINGING DOORS

Mega-Pro® HD Swinging Doors use heavy-duty, .375” thick PVC panels to withstand commercial and industrial use where regular forklift traffic found. Designed for indoor openings up to 10’ wide by 10’ high, the Mega-Pro HD helps to maintain temperatures and contain dirt without the maintenance requirements of motorized doors.

Standard Mega-Pro HD panels are clear for visibility, with optional impact plates available to add wear resistance against forklift traffic. Standard .375” PVC panels remain flexible in temperatures above freezing. Optional low temperature material remains flexible to -20° F.

A torsion spring hinge design ensures that the Mega-Pro® swings open and closed on an even plane, eliminating the gap above the door required for gravity hinges. All hardware is housed within the jamb, keeping it safe from contaminants. The Mega-Pro HD is commonly used in loading docks, distribution centers, warehouses and refrigerated storage facilities.
TRAFFIC DOORS

Increase customer and employee comfort with traffic doors that reduce noise and provide years of dependable service.
Guests will love the beauty of Service-Pro® Doors.

Staff will love the quality.

A swinging door should complement interior design while blocking noise and providing years of dependable service. Get the right look and the best quality with Service-Pro® Doors from Curtron Products.

Service-Pro® Doors come in a range of attractive finishes, and each door is custom-build from a selection of materials and options to meet the unique demands of the installation. Best of all, every Service-Pro® door comes with the outstanding customer service and support of Curtron Products.

APPLICATIONS
Service-Pro® Swinging Doors are attractive impact doors used in customer and back kitchen areas, as well as in retail and industrial environments.

Service-Pro® doors create an ideal barrier between customers and kitchens, stock rooms, warehouses and more.

CUSTOM MADE
All Curtron Service-Pro® doors are custom made to fit the application.

Single panel doors can be as narrow as 24” and as wide as 48” and bi-parting doors can be as narrow as 36” and as wide as 96”. Service-Pro® doors can be up to 96” in height.

FINISHES
Curtron keeps a variety of popular finishes in stock—but we can bring in specialty laminates to meet specific requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-Pressure Laminate Finishes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beige</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABS Finishes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canyon Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HDPE Finishes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light Gray</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SERIES 20
Series 20 Service-Pro® Doors are ideal for light-duty use, such as personnel doors to separate kitchen or prep areas from public spaces. Series 20 doors are constructed from an anodized aluminum sheet (.063") or a stainless steel sheet (18 Ga) with a reinforced back spine and diamond-shaped leading edge for added rigidity.

The Series 20 features a 9” x 14” clear acrylic window for safety and an offset-cam gravity hinge assembly with bottom pivot pin that is interchangeable with most popular swinging door models.

OPTIONS
- Window 6” x 12”, 10” x 30”, 14” x 16”, 22” square, 12” round or 20” round
- Kick Plate Stainless Steel, ABS or Diamond Plate, 12” to 48” high
- Push Plate Stainless Steel or ABS
- Hinge Assembly Stainless Steel
- Jamb Guard Galvanized Steel, Aluminum or Stainless Steel

FINISHES
- Standard Anodized Aluminum
- High-Pressure Laminate Beige, White, Black, Light Wood, Medium Wood, Cherry Wood

SERIES 30
Series 30 Service-Pro® Doors are constructed from a ¾” cabinet-grade plywood core finished in anodized aluminum. Series 30 doors are ideal for heavier traffic use and impacts from push-carts and racks. The Series 30 features a 9” x 14” clear acrylic window for safety and an offset-cam gravity hinge assembly with bottom pivot pin that is interchangeable with most popular swinging door models.

OPTIONS
- Gasket Full perimeter gasket for a tight seal along the door frame
- Window 6” x 12”, 10” x 30”, 14” x 16” 22” square, 12” round or 20” round
- Kick Plate Stainless Steel, ABS or Diamond Plate, 12” to 48” high
- Bumper Rubber Teardrop
- Push Plate Stainless Steel or ABS
- Hinge Assembly Stainless Steel
- Jamb Guard Galvanized steel, Aluminum or Stainless Steel

FINISHES
- Standard Anodized Aluminum
- High-Pressure Laminate Beige, White, Black, Light Wood, Medium Wood, Cherry Wood
- ABS Brown, Red, Green, Canyon Blue, Beige, White, Light Gray, Dark Gray, Black
- Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

SERIES 50
Series 50 Service-Pro® Doors are constructed from a 1 ¾” insulated core with a thermoplastic ABS facing and a full-perimeter gasket. With a tight seal against the door jamb, this fully-insulated door is ideal for temperature-sensitive or refrigerated applications.

The Series 50 features a 9” x 14” clear acrylic window for safety and an offset-cam gravity hinge assembly with bottom jamb guard that is interchangeable with most popular swinging door models.

OPTIONS
- Window 6” x 12”, 10” x 30”, 14” x 16”, 22” square, 12” round or 20” round
- Kick Plate Stainless Steel, ABS or Diamond Plate, 12” to 48” high
- Bumper Rubber Teardrop
- Push Plate Stainless Steel or ABS
- Hinge Assembly Stainless Steel or V-Cam Hinge
- Security Cane bolts, locking collars, limiting posts.
- Jamb Guard Galvanized steel, Aluminum or Stainless Steel

FINISHES
- ABS Brown, Red, Green, Canyon Blue, Beige, White, Light Gray, Dark Gray, Black
SERIES 60

Series 60 Service-Pro® Doors are constructed from ¼” ABS sheet, with triple-layer edge caps for added strength and durability. Lightweight and flexible, the Series 60 is ideal for personnel and small cart traffic.

The Series 60 features a 9” x 14” clear acrylic window for safety and an offset-cam gravity hinge assembly with bottom pivot pin that is interchangeable with most popular swinging door models.

OPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window</th>
<th>6” x 12”, 10” x 30”, 14” x 16”, 22” square, 12” round or 20” round</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kick Plate</td>
<td>Stainless Steel, ABS or Diamond Plate, 12” to 48” high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push Plate</td>
<td>Stainless Steel or ABS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinge Assembly</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamb Guard</td>
<td>Galvanized steel, Aluminum or Stainless Steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FINISHES

| ABS          | Brown, Red, Green, Canyon Blue, Beige, White, Light Gray, Dark Gray, Black |

SERIES 70

Series 70 Service-Pro® Doors are constructed from ½” high-density polyethylene (HPDE) sheet which provides excellent impact resistance and wear resistance. Solid HDPE construction helps to hide scratches, making the Series 70 perfect for medium-duty applications.

The Series 70 features a 9” x 14” clear acrylic window for safety and an offset-cam gravity hinge assembly with jamb guard that is interchangeable with most popular swinging door models.

OPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window</th>
<th>6” x 12”, 10” x 30”, 14” x 16”, 22” square, 12” round or 20” round</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kick Plate</td>
<td>Stainless Steel, ABS or Diamond Plate, 12” to 48” high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bumper</td>
<td>Rubber Teardrop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push Plate</td>
<td>Stainless Steel or ABS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinge Assembly</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamb Guard</td>
<td>Galvanized steel, Aluminum or Stainless Steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FINISHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Density Polyethylene</th>
<th>White, Beige, Light Gray, Black (HDPE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

CAFÉ SERIES

Any Curtron Traffic Door model can also be supplied as a Café Style door, up to 48” in height equipped with a gate-style hinge assembly. Café style doors are available in the same colors and finishes as other Curtron Traffic doors and come standard with straight edges.

OPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hinge Assembly</th>
<th>Stainless Steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td>Curved edge finish available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AIR CURTAINS

Prevent environmental factors like hot or cold air, humidity, flying pests and dust from entering with the uniform airflow from a Curtron air curtain.
Air Curtains (also called Air Doors) are mounted above a doorway opening. Blowers within the unit create a powerful stream of air that is directed downward across the width of the opening. This “curtain” of air prevents the air inside from escaping and the outside air from entering, helping to maintain temperatures without impeding traffic flow. The powerful stream also acts to prevent dust, debris and flying pests from entering.

Curtron Air Curtains can be equipped with a host of options to extend their functionality and efficiency. Door switches activate the air curtain only when a door has been opened. Heaters quickly replace lost heat when a door is opened in cold climates, reducing stress on the building’s HVAC system and keeping entrances comfortable for guests and employees alike.

Curtron Air Curtains feature an Air Compression Chamber that creates a more uniform airflow and quieter operation. Other manufacturers angle their blowers to discharge directly out of the nozzle. This creates gaps between the blowers and causes increased noise.

With a Curtron Air Curtain, blower discharge is fed into an Air Compression Chamber first, pressurizing it and forcing air out evenly throughout the entire width of the nozzle. This increases efficiency, lowers noise levels, and increases uniformity.
INSECT BACK DOOR AIR CURTAINS

The Insect Back Door (IBD) air curtain creates a high velocity of air that is sure to keep out flying insects and other airborne pollutants that can disrupt or cause harm. IBD Curtains provide insect control for openings up to 10’ high. Staff can have unrestricted access to walk-ins, dumpsters and outdoor dining areas while still keeping bugs at bay.

The IBD series features an aluminized steel, single piece housing with ¾ hp blower motor(s) and a choice of single-phase or three-phase power supply. Many types of activation devices are available, including magnetic, roller/plunger and rocker switches. Unheated IBD units come with a 24-month parts warranty and heated units have an 18-month parts warranty.

IBD curtains are available from 36” wide to 144” wide to cover most standard doorways, and multiple units can be installed end to end for large openings. All IBD units, regardless of size, come fully-assembled and ready to install.

OPTIONS
• Stainless steel housing
• Electric, hot water, steam or indirect gas heat
• Filters for improved air quality
• Intake filter replaces front grille (E-IBD model)

IN-CEILING AIR CURTAINS

In-Ceiling Air Curtains (ICM) mount directly into any standard drop ceiling framework. The mechanics of the air curtain are completely hidden; only the air intake and nozzle are in view. In-Ceiling Mounted Air Curtains offer the same benefits as Curtron’s Commercial Front Door (CFD) Air Curtains, in a sleek profile that won’t detract from the décor.

The ICM series features an aluminized steel, single piece housing with a white face plate, ½ hp. blower motor(s) and a choice of single-phase or three-phase power supply. Many types of activation devices are available, including magnetic, roller/plunger and rocker switches. Unheated IBD units come with a 24-month parts warranty and heated units have an 18-month parts warranty.

The ICM includes filters for improved air quality and a hinged service panel for easy access. The ICM comes in sizes from 36” to 144”. All ICM units, regardless of size, come fully-assembled and ready to install.

OPTIONS
• Electric, hot water, steam or indirect gas heat
• Stainless-steel face plate
COMMERCIAL FRONT DOOR AIR CURTAINS

Commercial Front Door (CFD) series air curtains are designed for use on the busy front doors of commercial and retail facilities. CFD Air Curtains provide environmental management for openings up to 10’ high. The powerful curtain of air prevents dust, debris and flying insects from entering while helping to maintain interior temperatures by preventing air from entering or escaping.

The CFD features aluminized steel (optional stainless steel), single piece housing construction with dual-speed, ½ horsepower motor(s) and a choice of single-phase or three-phase power supply. Many types of activation devices are available, including magnetic, roller/plunger and rocker switches. Unheated CFD units come with a 24-month parts warranty and heated units have an 18-month parts warranty.

CFD curtains are available from 36” wide to 144” wide to cover most standard doorways, and multiple units can be installed end-to-end for large openings. All CFD units, regardless of size, come fully-assembled and ready to install.

OPTIONS
- Stainless steel housing
- Electric, hot water, steam or indirect gas heat
- Filters for improved air quality
- Intake filter replaces front grille (E-CFD model)

LOW PROFILE AIR CURTAINS

Openings that have limited head room can be fitted with Curtron's Low Profile (LP) series air curtain. The LP unit's single-piece casing is just 8.5” in height—almost 50% less than Curtron’s CFD and IBD units. LP air curtains protect commercial openings up to 96” high from hot or cold air, insects, dust, and contaminants.

The LP features a single-piece stainless steel housing, complete with threaded inserts for easy top-mounting. Dual-speed, 1/5 horsepower motor(s) come in a choice of single-phase or three-phase power supply. Many types of activation devices are available, including magnetic, roller/plunger and rocker switches. Unheated CFD units come with a 24-month parts warranty and heated units have an 18-month parts warranty.

LP curtains are available from 30” wide to 120” wide to cover most standard doorways, and multiple units can be installed end to end for large openings. All LP units, regardless of size, come fully-assembled and ready to install.

OPTIONS
- Electric, hot water, steam or indirect gas heat
- Filters for improved air quality
AIR-PRO® AIR CURTAINS

Air-Pro® Air Curtains are Curtron’s most economical models, delivering quality and performance at a cost-effective price. Air-Pro® units are stock items, making it fast and easy to add protection quickly. Air Pro® units protect openings up to 84” high from hot or cold air, insects, dust, and contaminants.

The standard Air-Pro® unit features a stainless-steel housing, grill, nozzle and mounting plate with aluminum blower wheels driven by 1/3 hp, two-speed motors. All units include an automatic door plunger switch and high/low/off switch. The Air Pro® is 120v, single phase and comes wired with a 3-prong plug for standard outlets. All models carry a one year parts warranty.

The Air-Pro® intake grille is available in two finishes; stainless-steel units up to 60” wide are NSF listed for interior use, while white powder-coated units offers a clean, fresh look. All Air-Pro® units, regardless of size, come fully-assembled and ready to install.

DRIVE-THROUGH WINDOW AIR CURTAIN

Curtron’s Drive-Through Window Air Curtain was specifically designed to meet the needs of retail drive-through windows. The variable speed, 107w motor is extremely quiet, so it won’t impede drive-through attendants’ ability to hear customers’ orders. A powerful “curtain” of air blocks harmful carbon monoxide fumes from car exhausts from entering through the window. The unit is capable of protecting windows 24” wide and up to 42” in height.

Installation is extremely simple: the adjustable brackets connect to the stainless steel casing with thumb screws, allowing for top or rear mounting, and only require four ⁵⁄₁₆” lag bolts to install. The thumb screws also allow operators to adjust the discharge angle by + or - 20°.
RACK & EQUIPMENT COVERS

Display case curtains, rack covers and equipment covers save energy and extend a product's shelf life by maintaining desired temperature and protecting against contamination.
Protecto Rack Covers provide protection against flying pests, airborne contaminants, pilferage, spills and much more. Protecto covers measure 23” x 28” x 62” to fit all full-height bakery and bun racks. Heavy-duty nylon zippers (hook & loop optional) on all four sides provide for easy access on both end-load and side-load racks. A nylon hanging loop allows for convenient storage when not in use.

Curtron offers a range of designs, colors and materials - including solid, mesh, insulated, heavy-duty and clear - to match the unique needs of bakeries, kitchens, cafeterias and foodservice operations of all kinds.

**SUPRO 14**

A versatile medium-duty cover, the Supro 14 features 14-mil colored polyester construction with a 20-mil clear window and reinforced top. All materials are flame retardant and tear resistant, and remain flexible and durable even at low temperatures. Reinforced seams with vinyl facing and triple-reinforced corners add strength, a clear pocket is provided for labeling.

**SUPRO 14 EC**

Curtron’s economy cover offers outstanding performance at an affordable price. Clear 14-mil PVC construction offers total visibility on all sides, with a reinforced top for strength and wear resistance.

**SUPRO 14 EC 1/2**

Featuring the same construction as the Supro 14 EC, Curtron’s half-rack cover proves that good things do come in small packages. (23” x 28” x 33”)

**SUPRO 10**

Curtron’s most cost-effective cover offers economical protection and visibility, featuring 10-mil clear PVC construction.

**SUPRO 16**

Perfect for racks that display finished products for sale, the Supro 16 features 16-mil clear PVC on all sides for maximum product visibility and a reinforced top adds strength. A 16C model for cold applications is rated to -23º F.

**SUPRO 20 TW**

Constructed of translucent white, mesh-reinforced PVC, the Supro 20 provides heavy-duty protection in commercial and retail environments. Each cover comes with a clear vision window and hanging loop. A 20-TW-NW model is also available for low-temperature applications.
SUPRO BM

Constructed from breathable mesh material, the Supro BM allows for air circulation while keeping insects at bay. The durable mesh is vinyl coated for easy cleaning and a reinforced top adds strength and wear resistance. Clear flaps and windows can be custom-ordered.

SUPRO IC

Curtron’s Insulated Cover quickly turns an open rack into a closed cabinet, helping to maintain interior temperature and protecting hands from hot racks. Constructed of a durable outer fabric, an insulated layer and a heat-resistant inner fabric, each IC cover includes a bottom-shelf pad for complete insulation.

SUPRO CUSTOM

Curtron Products can build-to-suit any Supro Cover to meet a specific need. Add a mesh top to vent steam, add a clear panel for increased visibility or an accent color panel for faster orientation.

USES
- Keep Food Fresh and Clean
- Keep Flying Insects Out
- Aid Proofing and Retarding
- Reduce Drying and Crusting
- Allow Moisture to Dissipate
- Cool and Thaw Faster and Better
- Prevent Freezer Burn and Odor Transfer
- Cover Entire Rack Instead of Each Item
- Hold Trays in Position During Transport
- Cover Unsightly Racks
- Display Finished Goods
CUSTOM RACK AND EQUIPMENT COVERS

Curtron offers custom covers for specialty racks, kitchen equipment and seasonal storage of furniture. Customers can pick the size, the shape, the material, the opening method, the color, the personalization—everything. Curtron will create a custom cover to spec with features that meet any special requirements.

Curtron Products can also create custom covers to match corporate brand standards, team colors or facility design schemes. Curtron can add logos and messaging to promote a brand or sell products. Covers are often quite visible, a perfect opportunity to spread a message and extend a brand.

APPLICATIONS
- Display Racks
- Mixers / Slicers
- Sales Kiosks
- Microwaves
- Food Processors
- Coffee Carafes
- Dish Dollies / Utility Carts
- Coffeemakers
- Outdoor Furniture
- Grills
**CASER® DISPLAY CASE CURTAINS**

Caser® curtains provide easy customer access to products contained in retail display cases. Caser® curtains are made of clear, flexible PVC strips that attach directly to display cases with hook and loop fasteners. Standard size Caser® curtains are 48” wide and between 24” and 84” in height, but custom sizes are available for any size refrigerated display case.

**FEATURES**
- Prevents cold air from escaping the display case
- Easily attaches to display case canopies with hook & loop fasteners
- Allows for easy reach-through—there with no rough edges

---

**NIGHT SHADE DISPLAY CASE COVERS**

Night Shades covers keep cold air inside an open display case when not in use. Self-storing Night Shade covers are comprised of clear or opaque white PVC film. Standard Night Shades are 48” wide and pull out to a length of up to 72”; custom Night Shades are available to fit any size display case.

**FEATURES**
- Prevents cold air from escaping the display case
- Easily retracts into its case when not in use
- Mounts directly to the display case

---

**COOLKEEPER® OVEN CURTAINS**

Coolkeeper® oven curtains contain the heat and exhaust of commercial ovens, properly directing it into the oven hood. Coolkeeper® oven curtains are constructed from clear, fire-retardant, flexible PVC that attaches to oven hoods with hook & loop fasteners. The thermal barrier created by the Coolkeeper® increases exhaust and ventilation system efficiency.

**FEATURES**
- 0.020" thick, clear, fire retardant, flexible PVC strips
- “No tear” eyelets to prevent PVC from ripping or tearing
- Weighted strip bottoms keep strips hanging straight
- Simple to clean–just use soap and water
PEST CONTROL

Block insects from entering, attract and trap those that do, with pest control products from Curtron.
Pest-Pro Bug Light Traps are the perfect solution for flying insect control in foodservice facilities because they are clean, silent and effective. Flies, gnats, mosquitos, bees and other flying pests are attracted to the high-intensity UV light and trapped on sticky glue boards. When the glue board is full, simply dispose of the used glue board and replace it. The amount of time it takes to fill a glue board varies based on the environment the Pest-Pro is in.

Unlike bug “zappers” that are noisy and leave charred insect parts strewn about, Pest-Pro traps are silent and leave no mess. All Pest-Pro Bug Light Traps are 120v/1Ph, plug into a standard wall outlet, carry the UL listing and a five-year limited warranty.

Curtron also offers bug mesh products to protect doorways, windows and other openings from flying insects. Together, they provide effective and attractive pest control.
The Series 100 Pest-Pro features a decorative wall sconce design, in white or gold finish, that easily blends into any décor. A compact size makes it ideal for use in restaurants, hotels, bakeries, cafeterias, casinos, resorts and shops. The Pest-Pro 100 features a single UV bulb that protects up to 900 square feet. Bugs are trapped on replaceable glue boards for silent, mess free operation.

The Series 300 Pest-Pro bug light features a rugged design and durable powder coated finish, ideal for use in commercial kitchens and other large service areas. Available in a clean, white powder-coated finish, the Pest Pro 300 protects up to 1,800 square feet. Bugs are trapped on replaceable glue boards for silent, mess free operation.

The Series 200 Pest-Pro light features a low-profile design that is ideal for high-traffic service areas, including kitchens and hallways. Available in a clean, white powder-coated finish, the Pest Pro 200 protects up to 1,500 square feet, a perfect solution for large kitchens, pantries, prep areas and storage.

The Series 400 Pest-Pro offers the largest coverage of the Pest-Pro line, up to 3,500 square feet. Series 400 lights are designed for use in larger, industrial areas such as production, warehousing and distribution, though they are also suited for large commercial kitchens. The Series 400 comes in a clean, white, powder-coated finish. Bugs are trapped on replaceable glue boards for silent, mess free operation.

The Series 150 Pest-Pro features a decorative wall sconce design, in white, black, gold or stainless steel finish, to match any interior design. A compact size makes it ideal for use in restaurants, hotels, bakeries, cafeterias, casinos, resorts and shops. The Pest-Pro 150 features dual UV bulbs that protect up to 1,800 square feet. Bugs are trapped on replaceable glue boards for silent, mess free operation.
BUG MESH STRIP DOORS

Mesh strip doors are a quick and economical way to stop flying pests from entering open doorways. Mesh strip doors allow staff to open exterior doors for cooling airflow, without restricting passage through the door.

Each strip is comprised of bug mesh and a clear PVC bottom. The added weight of the flexible PVC at the bottom of the strip helps prevent the strips from blowing in the wind. Installation is simple and the strips can be easily removed seasonally.

SCREEN-PRO® INSECT SCREENS

Screen-Pro® Roll-Up Insect Screen Doors are an effective insect control solution for the loading docks, garage doors, delivery bays and other large openings. Screen-Pro® roll-up doors help facilities meet AIB’s Consolidated Standards for Inspection in the area of pest prevention.

The Screen-Pro features a tight-weave mesh screen that blocks insects while allowing airflow and ventilation. Modular, easily interchangeable panels, allow the Screen-Pro to be converted from mesh to solid panels when the weather changes. Extruded aluminum guide tracks and extruded aluminum wind bars ensure reliable operation under any condition, a breakaway bottom bar protects the door if hit by a passing vehicle.
FOODSERVICE DELIVERY

Time-sensitive, perishable and refrigerated goods common in the foodservice industry place unique demands on commercial delivery trucks. Curtron Products help maintain temperatures to save energy.
**DELIVERY / REFRIGERATED TRUCK CURTAINS**

Refrigerated trucks utilize an extensive amount of energy maintaining the temperature of their cargo. During loading and unloading, vast amounts of cold air are lost as warm air entered the truck or trailer, increasing compressor run time and energy consumption. Open doors also allow flying insects to enter, potentially contaminating perishable items such as produce.

Adding a Truck Curtain inside the vehicle or trailer is a quick and economical way to isolate the load from the outside environment. Whenever the primary door must remain open for a delivery, the driver simply pulls the curtain closed when they exit the truck. Curtron’s roller hooks make opening and closing the curtain a one-handed operation, and included tie-backs keep the curtain out of the way when needed.

Curtron offers curtain kits to fit standard trailer sizes, or choose from a range of solid, clear, mesh and insulated materials for a curtain custom-made to fit your application.

---

**DELIVERY / REFRIGERATED TRUCK STRIP DOORS**

When loading a truck or trailer, or while out making deliveries, leaving the doors open can allow flying insects to enter and refrigerated air to escape. This can lead to contamination, spoilage, and increased energy consumption, all costly and all avoidable with a Curtron Truck Strip Door.

Truck Strip Doors feature the same looped strips found on the Curtron M-Series Door which easily slide over the mounting bar. For truck strip doors, special “pogo” mounting hardware is used. U-shaped brackets mount to the truck walls and the mounting bar is simply hung between them. Multiple sets of brackets can be installed down the length of the truck or trailers, allowing the strip door to be adjusted with the stages of the truck’s load. This progressively reduces the area that must be refrigerated, greatly reducing energy consumption.
FACILITY SAFETY

Reduce accidents, maintain greater levels of control and keep properties in the best shape possible with outdoor safety products from Curtron.
BOLLARD POSTS

Bollard posts protect valuable equipment and buildings in areas where motorized traffic can cause serious damage, such as drive-through lanes, loading docks, warehouses and parking lots.

Bollard posts are constructed of heavy duty, ¼” steel, mounted on ⅜” plates. The bright yellow color of bollard posts makes them highly visible. Bollard post covers are also available to provide a fresh look or customized appearance to match exterior design themes.

CIGARETTE RECEPTACLES

Cigarette Receptacles restrict oxygen to burning cigarettes, extinguishing them quickly. Curtron’s Smoker Cigarette Receptacles are made from high-density polyethylene (HDPE) with a galvanized steel collection bucket inside. An easily removable top gives unrestricted access to empty the collection bucket.

Curtron’s cigarette receptacles have UV inhibitors to prevent color fading and their design protects against rain and inclement weather. Smokers come in 5 quart and 4 gallon sizes. There are six available Smoker colors: classic black, beige, blue, brown, gray, and green.

CURB RAMPS

Portable curb ramps aid in the loading and unloading of foodservice supply products. Curb Ramps are perfect for hand trucks, wheeled carts, and dollies, enabling the easy navigation of curbs and obstacles when transporting supplies from a truck to a facility.

Constructed of high-density polyethylene (HDPE), the ramps are capable of a 1,000 pound maximum load capacity. With a non-slip surface, the ramp is safe to use in all weather conditions. Ramps are lightweight and durable with two carrying handles. Curb Ramps come in high-visibility safety yellow.

PARKING BLOCKS & SPEED BUMPS

Parking blocks and speed bumps help to control vehicular traffic in and around restaurants, hotels, casinos, resorts, food distribution centers, and warehouses. Curtron’s parking blocks and speed bumps are constructed of high-density polyethylene (HDPE), which, unlike their concrete counterparts, never requires repainting.

Curtron offers an economical light duty model and solid plastic model for more demanding applications. Available colors: white, gray, blue, black, and the most popular color, high-visibility safety yellow.